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Abstract

One of the NPP Krsko modernization projects is steam generator replacement, during which old steam
generators have to be removed and stored on a safe location. Since old steam generators are radioactive a new,
special building have to be designed and constructed at NPP Krsko site to house the old steam generators, as
well as for the storage of non-compactable waste which will be produced during the replacement activities. It is
the aim of this paper to estimate the dimensions of the outer walls and of the roof slab for the special building
which will satisfy the radiological constraints for the unrestricted areas. Computer code ORIGEN2-PC has been
used for activity estimation, while analytical expressions, QAD-CGGP and MCNP code have been used for the
radiological shielding analysis. Our results indicate that 70 cm of the concrete for the wall and 60 cm for the
roof provide satisfactory shield which limits the dose rates below American standards for level of radiation in
unrestricted areas.

1. Introduction

NPP Krsko has awarded the contract for the steam generator replacement project,
which is one of the modernization projects in NPP Krsko, to the Consortium of
Siemens/Framatome in February 1998. One of the major tasks during a steam generator
replacement scheduled for the year 2000, is removal of the old steam generators and their
storage to a safe location. Since the old steam generators are radioactive, a special reinforced
concrete building have to be designed and constructed at NPP Krsko site to house the old
steam generators and non-compactable waste which will be produced during the replacement
activities.

As traffic of the personal around the special building has to be enabled without
restrictions, the dimensions of the outer walls and of the roof slab have to be determined
according to radiological shielding requirements for the permissible levels of radiation in
unrestricted areas. The aim of this paper is to estimate the dimensions of the outer walls and
of the roof slab for the special building which will satisfy the radiological constraints for
unrestricted areas.

The first step of the analysis is to estimate the activity of the old steam generators. Our
estimation of the activity was based on experimental data and ORIGEN2-PC calculations. In
the second step of the analysis, using analytical expressions and point-kernel code QAD-
CGGP, an approximate shield thickness that limits the dose rates under the regulatory values
has been determined. Finally, two geometrically identical models of the special storage
building and steam generators for QAD-CGGP and multipurpose Monte-Carlo code MCNP
have been created. Detailed spatial dose rate distribution on the walls of the special storage
building has been calculated using both codes.
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Calculational methodology used to determine the activity of the used steam generators
and resulting gamma spectrum and intensity are described in Section 2. Calculational tools for
the shielding analysis are described in Section 3 and the model description is given in Section
4. The results of the shielding analysis are presented in Section 5 and conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2. Used steam generators radioactivity estimation

The radioactivity of old steam generators has been estimated taking into account only
a layer of deposited radioactive material on the inner side of the U-tubes, while the activation
of the steam generator construction material has been neglected. The basis for such an
assumption is relatively small neutron flux that could cause the activation of the steam
generator's construction material. The layer of deposited radioactive material is made of
corrosion and activation products that originate from the entire primary coolant loop,
especially reactor vessel. Primary water causes the corrosion on the inner side of U-tubes as
well as on every other surface that it comes in contact with. Primary water-can also be treated
as the carrier of activation and corrosion particles that are detached from their origin.
Obviously, the process can be described by a complex model of a radioactive material layer
growth, that incorporates physical and chemical affinities of particular isotopes, fluid dynamic
properties, and surface structure of U-tubes. Since the accurate modeling of such a "growth
model" requires a lot of effort and involves a lot of uncertain parameters, we approximated it
with a simplified model based on measured and experimental data^1>?'3>4l Although the model
is quite simple the final estimated radioactivity is similar to measured values for different
steam generator designs.

We assumed that all radioactive particles that form the layer on the inner side of U-
tubes originate from the primary coolant. Concentration of corrosion and activation product
particles in the primary coolant is calculated using the activity of the primary coolant, which
is known[5] and given in Table 1.

Table 1. Reactor coolant corrosion and activation products specific activity - realistic case

Isotope

Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-55
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60

Specific activity
(Bq/g)
40.7
6.3
33.3
20.7
333
40.7

Half-life

27.7 days
312.2 days
2.685 years
44.56 days
70.78 days
5.272 years

An assumption has been made that a certain number of these particles are deposited in
the steam generator while the primary coolant is passing through. The concentration of the
particles in the primary coolant is assumed constant, since the loss of particles is compensated
in reactor vessel. It is assumed that this process is ongoing from the moment NPP Krsko
started with operation, 17 years ago. Therefore, to obtain the final number of deposited
particles it is necessary to solve a set of differential equations in the form:

dN,(t) = v. • dt - 2,. • Nt(t) -dt + X • N\t) • dt,
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where Nt(t) is the isotope concentration at time t, Vfdt is the isotope's gain due to particle
deposition, AfNi(t) is loss due to radioactive decay and X'N'(t) is gain due to the decay of the
isotope N'.

We have introduced a coefficient v,-, and called it steam generator isotope deposition
speed. It gives the number of particles per second that are deposited on the inner side of U-

tubes from coolant. It can be expressed as v,. -—L-qm • f-t, where Ai is specific isotopic

activity per fluid mass, qm is the mass flow through a steam generator and^y is the isotope i
remaining factor. Based on our engineering judgement the remaining factor ^ is set to 0.001
for all activation isotopes and used throughout an iteration procedure for the determination at
necessary shield thickness.

Set of differential equations has been solved using computer code ORIGEN2-PC.
ORIGEN2-PC solves the equations of radioactive isotope growth and depletion for a large
number of isotopes (approximately 1000) with arbitrary coupling. The code uses matrix
exponential method to solve a large number of coupled, linear, first-order ordinary differential
equations with constant coefficients. The general nature of the matrix exponential method
permits the treatment of complex decay and transmutation schemes.

The results of the calculation are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. Intervals of reactor
shutdown were neglected leading to a 17 years calculational time.

Table 2 Final steam generator radioactive
material layer isotope mass

Table 3 Gamma energy spectrum of
isotopes given in Table 2.

Isotope

V-51
Cr-51
Cr-54
Mn-54
Mn-55
Fe-55
Fe-58
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-59
Co-60

TOTAL

Isotope
deposition

speed
(particles/s)

-
5.25-1011

-
9.16-10"

-
1.52-10"

-
4.29-1011

1.10-10"
-

3.65-10"
-

Deposited
isotope mass

after 17
years

(g)
2.505-KT*
1.533-10"4

4.085-10"2

3.198-10"'
5.829-10"'
1.628-10"1

6.248-10"1

2.361-10"4

9.352-10"3

2.400-lO"2

7.778-10"1

2.251-10"

Energy
interval
(MeV)

0.01-0.05
0.05-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0
1.0-1.33
1.33-1.66
1.66-2.0
2.0-2.5
2.5-3.0

3.0-10.0
TOTAL

Mean
energy
(MeV)

0.03
0.075
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.5
0.7
0.9

1.165
1.495
1.83
2.25
2.75
6.5

Intensity
(y/s)

4.790-1012

3.796-10"

9.164-1010

4.207-10lu

3.6OO-1O10

1.556-10"
4.372-10lz

6.693-1012

4.274-10"
2.203-10"
3.231-1O1U

3.432-1008

1.062-10UO

0
8.27710"
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3. Methodology and calculational tools for shielding analysis

Two simpler approaches in estimating the necessary thickness of the walls of special
storage building have been used: two analytical expressions and point-kernel computer code
QAD-CGGP. The first approximation was analytical expression for cylindrical source
shielded by slab shield. To estimate the dose rates on the sidewall and the centerline
projection of the steam generator on the roof surface we have used finite line source and slab
shield analytical model. The second analytical expression models source-cylinder-base in
front of the slab shield. In both models self-absorption in the source cylinder is taken into
account and Taylor expression is used for the approximate determination of the build up of
the dose-rate due to the scattered radiation in the shield.

The second approximation was obtained using QAD-CGGP code. QAD-CGGPM is a
member of a well-known family of point-kernel codes, developed by Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, and it is routinely used for engineering calculations of gamma ray penetration
through various shield configurations. CGGP version comprises two important additions:
combinatorial geometry (CG) description option and a geometric progression (GP) fitting
function for the determination of gamma ray buildup factor. The thickness of the concrete
walls necessary to attenuate the photon flux to the limit of 2.5 uSv/h was estimated primarily
on the results of QAD-CGGP. The QAD-CGGP model was later used for estimating detailed
distribution of the dose rate on the walls of the special storage building.

Finally, we have used MCNP4A[7] code for the accurate estimation of the dose rate
distribution on the walls of the special storage building with determined wall thickness.
MCNP4A is widely used multipurpose Monte Carlo code for the simulation of transport of
neutrons, photons and electrons. Developed MCNP4A photon transport model comprised
simple photon physics treatment, and simple geometry splitting/Russian roulette variance
reduction model. Generally, variance of the calculated dose-rates on the hottest spots is kept
below 10%, using surface flux tallying. For the calculations we have used
DLC105C/MCNPDAT cross section library.

4. Model description

NPP Krsko steam generator is depicted in Figure 1. while the simplified model used
for all calculations is depicted in Figure 2. Special attention has been given to modeling U-
tubes because they are the principal radiation source. Since U-tubes are relatively compactly
positioned we modeled them as a cylinder with a spherical cap. The material of U-tubes
(Inconel 600) and void were homogenized leading to a substitute material with a composition
identical to the Inconel composition but with a smaller density. The same procedure was used
for the upper space of steam generator occupied by separators and steam dryers, as well as for
the tube sheet space. The nozzles were not modeled because it was assumed that they would
be welded.

The model of the special building for steam generator deposition is depicted in Figure
3. The steam generators are placed in opposite directions in order to occupy as little place as
possible. The distance between steam generators as well as the distance from steam generators
to the building walls and roof is set to 100 cm. The material used for the building is reinforced
concrete with the following weight composition: oxygen (53.2%), silicon (33.7%), calcium
(4.4%), aluminum (3.4%), sodium (2.9%), iron (1.4%), and hydrogen (1.0%).
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Figure 1. NPP Krsko steam generator Figure 2. Steam generator model

Figure 3. Steam generator special building model
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5. Results of the calculations

Calculations of the radiation dose rates of the special building for the used steam
generators were performed using analytical expressions and stand alone computer codes
QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A. The first step of the analysis was to define the necessary
thickness of the wall and the roof of the building, which would lower the outer surface dose-
rate below the limit of 2.5 (aSv/h[8]. The results of those calculations are given in Table 4. The
detector has been modeled on the sidewall of the building in the point of U-tube space center
projection. The results of the analytical approximation and QAD-CGGP calculations show
somewhat different tendency, but are generally very close. The difference is mainly caused by
the simplified source and buildup factors used in analytical expressions and by the limitations
on the source volume description imposed by QAD-CGGP. The best estimate thickness for
the sidewalls based on these results, would be about 80 cm. However, bearing in mind the
conservative assumptions in the estimation of the radioactivity of used steam generators and
the fact that the buildup factors used were for isotropic point source in an infinite medium,
which gave over-estimated dose rates, we decided to perform the second step of the analysis
with the more accurate MCNP4A code, using the 70-cm wall thickness,-and a 60-cm roof
thickness. The estimates for the dose rates on the shorter side-wall, i.e. in front of the bottom
of the steam generator, were much lower (in the range of 0.02 jj.Sv/h), and therefore were not
calculated with the same statistical precision, as this would demand more elaborate Monte-
Carlo modeling.

Table 4. The results of the iteration procedure for the determination of the necessary
wall thickness

Wall thickness (cm)

50
60
70
80
90
100

Surface dose rate (jxSv/h)
Analytical model

51.15
12.2
3.15
0.84
0.21
0.05

QAD-CGGP
35.8
11.0
3.65
1.06
0.33
0.10

The positions for which the dose rates were calculated are depicted in Figure 4, and
the results obtained by QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A, are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As
seen in Figure 5, dose rates obtained with QAD-CGGP are about 80% higher than MCNP4A
dose rates, for the hottest spots. This rather high difference can be explained by a combination
of different factors. First is the already mentioned QAD-CGGP build-up factor model, which
is based on single material - infinite medium assumptions. On the other hand, applied
variance reduction model in MCNP4A may cause some under-prediction of dose rates due to
over biasing in the source distribution and geometry splitting. One of the factors is also the
difference in modeling fluence-to-dose rate factors in the codes. Figure 5b shows much closer
agreement, but in that region MCNP4A error is more significant (a > 10%), since the variance
reduction model was built to optimize transport to hottest spots. All these facts should explain
the difference and suggest that real dose-rates are somewhere in between, but closer to the
results of MCNP4A.
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Figure 4. Detector locations
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Figure 5. Gamma dose rates for the locations on the roof of the special storage building:
a) directly above steam generator, b) on the roof centerline
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Figure 6. Gamma dose rates for the side walls of the special storage building:
a) longer side, b) shorter side
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6. Conclusion

The paper presents a radiological evaluation of the special building for the used steam
generators of NPP Krsko. The radioactivity of used steam generators has been determined
using constant radioactive isotope deposition approximation and a stand-alone computer code
ORIGEN2-PC. Analytical approximations and computer codes QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A
have been used for shielding analyses. ~

The necessary thickness of the walls of special storage building was first estimated
using analytical approximations and QAD-CGGP code. Detailed calculations of dose rate
distribution on the walls of special building performed both with QAD-CGGP and MCNP4A
justified the estimate for the necessary wall thickness of 70 cm and 60 cm for the roof.
Bearing in mind conservative assumptions used in the process of determination of the steam
generator radioactivity, the estimated wall thickness should satisfy the radiological criteria[2]

and limit the dose rate below 2.5 |j,Sv/h. The radiological analyses has been done exclusively
for the building containing only used NPP Krsko steam generators and it has to be mentioned
that no static or seismic analyses of the building were performed.
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